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ABSTRACT

A new kind of telemetry ground data system--Multi-Pulse PPK (Pulse Position
Keying) Telemetry System Based on PC(MPPK-PCTS) is presented in this paper.
Being Aimed at the lower bit rate which is the essential shortcoming of Single-Pulse
PPK(SPPK), Multi-Pulse PPK(MPPK) signal is introduced to this system. Its signal
forms, bit rate, energy efficiency and error probability have been analysed in detail.
The symmetric Bi-Pulse PPK(BPPK) signal with fixed reference pulse can be
practised in engineering. In this system, front-ends are intelligent and modular, all
modules are integrated in a personal computer chassis through EISA/PCI bus. The
system operates under multi-media WINDOWS environment, with intelligent user
interface. Faults can be detected and located automatically. With flexible
performance, good expandibility and small size, the system can be used in reentry
telemetry and many other fields where higher rate and lower power are both required.
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INTRODUCTION

At present, telemetry ground systems are progressing in two directions: one is
distributed open telemetry system, which may be used in large complex telemetry, the
other is PC-based telemetry system (PCTS), which is very flexible and small-sized.
We are very interested in PPK-PCTS because PCTS meets the feature of PPK
telemetry. Before discussing PPK-PCTS, we must deal with a problem--the low bit
rate of SPPK can not fit in with the need to increase telemetry capacity. Can higher bit
rate be realized in PPK system? And does it still have better efficiency than PCM
system at high rate? So MPPK signal is designed and analysed in detail, then
satisfactory conclusion is obtained. As for adaptive telemetry system, in order to save



transmitted power, bit rate states can be changed between SPPK and MPPK in
real-time according to telemetry data quantity. The ability to automatically detect
SPPK/MPPK state is required for ground system to change state in real-time.

Design of MPPK-PCTS includes three stages: l)Realization of intelligence and
modularity in telenmetry frontends. Traditionally, computer-telemetry system is
divided into two parts: Telemetry front-ends for signal synchronization and
decommutation, telemetry terminal for data processing and display. 2)Architecture
design of PCTS. Front-ends and terminal should be combined into a PCTS through
EISA/PCI bus and special data bus.

Meanwhile, many important technical problems should be solved, such as
multi-stream, multi-state, high speed storing in real-time, preprocessing in real-time,
multi-task parallel processing, intelligent management and automatic diagnosis of
faults, etc. 3)Design of telemetry application software under multi-media WINDOWS,
accomplish real-time and post-time data processing, as well as control of PCTS, with
user interface of visualization and vocalization.

BASIC IDEAS OF MPPK

PCM-PPK [1] is a kind of digital transmision system, it is used successfully in
engineering. Traditionally, the signal form of PPK system is SPPK. Can we design
another signal form to increase greatly the bit rate of PPK system, without increasing
bandwidth (ultilizing existing bandwidth margin)?
The bit rate of SPPK is

(1)

where L is bit length of a word, T is word period, ) t is quantification unit, m is
number of ) t in T, m=m +m , m =2 , m is number of ) t protected interval. If ) tw p w p

L

is reduced, bit rate H will be increased, but bandwidth has to be increased and S/N
reduced, resulting in complexity of system. So m has to be reduced if we wish to
increase H more. We see, if L bits information of single pulse is divided into L ,L , þ1 2

, L bits(L=L +L +þ+L ), and n pulses are assigned to transmit them respectively,n 1 2 n

then

(2)
This is the basic ideas for Multi-Pulse PPK(MPPK) to increase bit rate. Word length L
and ) t (bandwidth--B) are as same as that of SPPK, but word period T of MPPK is
much less than that of SPPK, so H is increased greatly. We see, word period T of
MPPK can be divided into branch-word interval T , T ,þ, T There is a branch-word1 2 n



pulse in each branch-word, each having L bits information Note: branch-word is ani

important concept for MPPK, which is different from sub-word or sub-frame.

FORMS OF MPPK SIGNAL

In SPPK, the position keying pulse is named as word pulse. Information of each word
pulse is measured by the distance from its reference time position, which is named as
reference pulse position. Reference pulse is at the beginning of each word, but it won't
be transmitted. Where is the reference pulse position for each branch-word pulse in
MPPK? . There are two ways: 1) The word start position is the 1st branch-word
reference pulse position, and the 1st, 2nd, ... , (n- l)th branch-word pulse is the 2nd,
3th, nth branch-word reference pulse, respectively. At this time, the branch-word
reference pulse positions are random. 2) The branch-word reference pulse positions
are fixed points in a word, so the branch-word interval T , T , þ, T are fixed. The1 2 n

first kind of signal form is referred to as MPPK signal with random reference
pulse(R-MPPK), and the second kind of signal form is referred to as MPPK signal with
fixed reference pulse(F-MPPK), as shown as follows. If L l =L = þ =L =L/n, every1 2 n

branch-word having the same information quantity, it is named as symmetric
MPPK(S-MPPK). If the condition i s not met, it is named as unsymmetric
MPPK(US-MPPK). In S-MPPK, we define L =L/n, where L is named as (average) bits s

length of a branch-word.

ANALYSIS OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND ERROR PROBABILITY

As one branch-word information value is zero, this branch-word pulse is coincided
with the last branch-word pulse in R-MPPK, so transmitted pulses number and
average power will decrease. But for the correlation between pulses, anti-interference



performance of R-MPPK is worse than that of F-MPPK. Furthermore, as n>2, if one
branch-word is coincided with the last one, the following branch-word sequence can
not be identified, so R-MPPK form can only be used in Bi-Pulse PPK(BPPK). Now
we discuss the energy efficience and error probability of F-BPPK and R-BPPK. On
the condition of certain error probability, energy efficiency $ is defined as

(3)

where, E (E ) is transmitted energy of a bit (a word) information, L is the bit length ofb w

a word, N is power density of noise, P is average noise power, B is system0 N

bandwidth. In a word period T of F-BPPK, there are two pulses, with width of J ( J #
) t, we consider J = ) t in this paper) and amplitude of A . So0

(4)
In a word period T of R-BPPK, the first branch-word pulse exists always

(5)
Subscript F refers to R-BPPK, R to R-RPPK. With matching filter, ) t x B=1, So

(6)

(7)

Suppose the first branch-word pulse is at the (K )th ) t position, the second1

branch-word pulse is at the (K )th ) t position, false pulse probability is P , misssing2 w

pulse probability is P , information is even-distributed, the word error probability ofL

F-BPPK

(8)
The word error probability of R-BPPK is

 (9)

P and P are corresponding to detection patterm. As for sampling threshold detection:w L

(10)

(11)

Suppose relative decision value r=u /A , substituting Eq (6),(7),(10),(11) in Eq. (8)0 0

and (9), we have



(12)

 (13)

P and P have been calculated while $ is at different values. Comparing them, weewF ewr

find while $ is small, P is a little greater than P ; while $ is large, P is a littleewr ewF ewF

greater than P . The power in reentry telemetry is limited, and S/N can not be tooewr

high, so MPPK signal with fixed reference pulse(F~MPPK) is a preferred
selection in reentry telemetry .

BIT RATE OF MPPK

The bit rate ofMPPK is

(14)

m is protected interval of the i th branch-word, i=1,2, þ ,n. According topi

extreme-value theory, bit rate of symmetric MPPK(S-MPPK) is higher than that
of unsymmetric MPPK . Transforming Eq. (20), the bit rate of S-MPPK is obtained

(15)

L =L/n, m =m , i=1,2,3, þ ,n. Now we discuss the rate liniit of MPPK. Suppose m =0,s p pi p

we know: As L =1/Ln2, H has the largest value. For L can only be integer, while L =ls s s

or L =2, we haves

(16)

We find: ( 1 ) If L=8, four-pulse PPK and eight-pulse PPK arise to the largest bit rate,
but eight-pulse PPK has no practical value; (2) H is only determined by ) t, namely,max

determined by channel bandwidth B. In reentry telemetry, )t =0.5/l.024us, somin

H =1.024Mb/s.max

We may take further insight into the nature and limitation for MPPK to increase bit
rate. According to Shannon information theory, commication rate is determined by
bandwidth and power. In order to increase rate, we may increase B or S/N. And power
can be exchanged with bandwidth. Compared with PCM system, the energy efficiency
of SPPK system is higher, but its bandwidth efficiency is lower. Because of the high



energy efficiency of SPPK, it is likely for us to ultilize multiple pulses to increase bit
rate, meanwhile, average power is increased and energy efficiency is decreased.
Because of the low bandwidth efficiency of SPPK, the system bandwidth hasn't been
ultilized completely, it is likely for us to increase bit rate only by means of increasing
pulses number, without increasing bandwidth. Compared with SPPK, the increased
bandwidth efficiency of MPPK system is achieved at the cost of reduction in energy
efficiency. Keep same bandwidth and pulse peak power, the average power ratio of
MPPK to SPPK is

(17)

The bit rate ratio of MPPK to SPPK is

(18)

As L=8,n=2,Ls=4,u=16,v=8; As L=8,n=4,Ls=2,u=64,v=16. The increasing speed of
bit rate is slower than that of average power. There is a limit by means of increasing
pulses number to increase bit rate. This limit is 1/(2 ) t) bps. For farther increasement,
) t must be reduced, namely,bandwidth B must be increased. In fact, the energy
efficiency of SPPK is high, the bandwidth efficiency of PCM is high, MPPK is a
compromise between PCM and SPPK. It is suitable in reentry telemetry while higher
bit rate is required Generally, n=2, BPPK is a good compromise. Its bandwidth is
identical with that of SPPK, its $ value is lower than that of PCM, but its bit rate is
eight times as much as SPPK. So it may be used practically

COMPATIBILITY BETWEEN S-F-MPPK AND SPPK

For two reasons, compatibility between MPPK and SPPK must be discussed: 1)
MPPK not only increases bit rate greatly, but also reserves many advantages of SPPK.
If the system and equipments of MPPK can keep good compatibility with SPPK, it is
assured to be practised in engineering. 2) At some environments, transmitted data
quantity varies with time, so different bit rate is required. MPPK may be used at
higher rate, on the other hand, as data quantity is decreasing, we expect the system can
be changed into SPPK to reduce power. If there is no good compability between
MPPK and SPPK, design of this kind of system is difficult.

In transceiver equipments, because of the same bandwidth and pulse peak power,
receiver of MPPK may be almost identical with that of SPPK; Some higher
requirements are presented to transmitter, such as average power, pulse resolution and
duty cycle. These can be realized in large power solid-state transmitter.



In digital equipments, we find that in the four kinds of signal forms, S-F-MPPK is
easier to be compatible with SPPK. Firstly, this kind of signal has some speciality. For
fixed reference pulse, each branch~word pulse has its own fixed reference point,
respectively; For symmetricity, word period T is divided equally into n branch-word
intervals, and T =T =þ=T =T/n. Therefore, in a same frame period, n-Pulse PPK1 2 n

signal, with branch-word length of L , word length of L(L=n × L ), words number of as s

(branch-words number of a × n) can be viewed as SPPK signal, with word length
equaling to branch-word length (L=L ,namely, there is only a branch-word in a word),s

words number of a × n. This shows S-F-MPPK is compatible with SPPK in signal
form. As a matter of fact, SPPK is a special case of S-F-MPPK, at n=1. Secondly, on
the basis of branch-word concept, we may design the compatible system with
programmable branch-word length (L ) and programmable pulses number(n) per word.s

Data encoder, synchrionization, detection of received signal and PPK/PCM decoder
are based on branch-word. All these equipments are same for MPPK and SPPK. Only
data combinnation part is different with n(SPPK or MPPK). For SPPK, data is
produced directly without combination; For MPPK, all branch-words data are to be
combined to obtain output.

From analyses above, we have the conclusion: considering with bit rate, energy
efficiency, error probability, and equipments compatibllity , S-F-BPPK has
important practical value.

MODULAR PC-BASED TELEMETR Y SYSTEM

The constitution of modular PCTS is shown as follows: All front-end modules are
intergrated m the chassis of a PC through its EISA/PCI bus, and with this bus for PC
to manage and control all modules. Telemetry Data transforms through RTBUS(a
specific telemetry data bus). All real-time data are stored in external storage by way of
ESI module, not being sent to PC. Only partial data needed to be processed in real-
time are selected by preprocessing module to enter into PC for storing and processing.
RTBUS is independant with EISA bus.

C Demodulating module of PPK signal: accomplishes synchronization and
decommutating of SPPK/BPPK signal; accomplishes detection of state-changed
information of SPPK/BPPK and reports to PC.

C Processing module of burst signal: accomplishes the detection and storing of
burst signal.

C Demodulating module of IRIG-B time code
C External storage interface(ESI) module: In PPK telemetry, multiple PPK

streams are produced by multi-channel receiver. Data quantity after demodulating is
very large, which can not be stored in PC in real-time, must be stored into external
data storage (such as external hard-disk, optical disk, digital tape recorder, etc.). The



external storage is controlled by ESI in real-time, and may be controlled by PC in
post-time. All data which stored in real-time may be fetched and processed by PC in
post-time. SCSI-IIl interface bus has been selected for it has a transforming rate of
10Mbps and supports multiple external storage simultaneously.

C Real-time preprocessing module: Firstly, it selects partial data needed to be
processed in real-time, and accomplishes decryption and synthesis of multi-channel
data. Then preprocessed data is sent to PC at certain period to be stored into the
hard-disk of PC and displayed in real-time.

C Singal simulation module: produces simulative PPK, burst and IRIG-B code
signals.

C Communication module: provides HDLC and Ethernet communication
interface.
Various microprocessor, EPLD and FPGA are used in these modules. So embedded
intelligence in front-end modules is realized, which makes intelligent management
and fault diagnosis to be possible. Not all modules are necessary. Only three modules
are needed in the simplest system: PPK signal demodulating module, burst signal
processing module and real-time preprocessing module. At this time, there is only a
PPK stream, all data after demodulating can be stored directly into the hard-disk of
PC, so external storage is not necessary; the preprocessing module only accomplishes
temporary storing and an interface to PC.

Modular MPPK-PCTS Block Diagram



WINDOWS ENVIRONMENT AND TELEMETR Y APPLICATION
SOFTWARE

Traditionally, telemetry software are designed under DOS environment. Now
WINDOWS is becommg standard operating system of PC. In PC-based telemetry
system, multi-media WINDOWS is superior to DOS:

C Multi-task parallel-processing
C Good user interface: Graphic and consistent user interface; Visualization of

telemetry data; Vocal report; Operating with touched-screen and voice
C Equipment-independence of application software: It's an important advantage

of WINDOWS OS. If equipments are changed, we only need to change the
corresponding driver, application softwares won't be changed. In PC-based telemetry
system, all front-end modules in EISA bus are considered as the equipments under
WINDOWS. All these equipments are supplement to WINDOWS, without
corresponding drivers having been provided. To develop these drivers is an important
step to bulid up WINDOWS environment of PCTS. It must be in accordance with the
standard of WINDOWS.

MPPK telemetry application software is an application program group under
multi-media WINDOWS established above, developed in C++ and OOP technique,
consisting of four application program items as follows:

MPPK Telemetry System Based on pC (program group)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Database Real-time Post-processing Simulation and (program
Management System System Fault diagnosis item)

l)Database management: telemetry parameters database and front-end modules
technical specifications database
2)Real-time system: it's a multi-task system, drived by events, including three main
tasks--Real-time communication and storing, real-time display and report, real-time
state changing
3)Post-processing system: processing of slow-changed, fast-changed and burst
paarameters.

INTELLIGENT MANAGEMENT AND FAULT DIAGNOSIS OF PCTS

(l) Programmable control of front-end modules embedded with intelligence: Each
frond-end module is an intelligent equipment, with programmable technieal
specifieations. PCTS system has many states, each with different technical
specifications. To realize real-time state-changing, it is necessary for the



programmable control to be accomplished in very short time. If technical
specifications are stored in PC and fetched by PC to set up each module while the
state is needed to be changed, the changing time will be very long. So, the ability for
each module to have embedded intelligent management is required, namely, each
module has its own specification data memory, and can changes its state automatically
while receiving the state number from PC. The specifications of each module in
various states may be editted in PC and stored in the technical specification database
in hard-disk. Before operating in real-time, the specifications data are to be
transformed into each spefications data memory in each module.

(2) Automatical changing of bit rate states in real-time: In order to change telemetry
state (SPPK/BPPK and various bit rate) in real-time, an state information word is
assigned in the frame structure of PPK. While state is needed to be changed, the state
number, to which the system will be turned, is set up in the state information word.
State number detection is accomplished in PPK signal demodulating module. As the
changing of state number is detected, PC is interrupted. Then PC changes its state
immediately, and send the state number to all modules with embedded intelligence. So
whole state-changing is accomplished in PCTS.

(3) Management of telemetry parameters database: This database describes frame
structure assignment of all telemetry parameters, the features and processing
requirements of every parameters.

(4) Two levels of faults diagnosis: (a)simulation level-- Dynamic simulative signals
are produced by simulator to calibrate each module and whole system (b)
built-in-module testing level-- Every module is embedded with self-test ability.
Controlled by PC, every module can check if there are faults inside itself and where
the faults are, then send its test report to PC. Concerning the architecture, each module
may be divided into two parts: one part is microprocessor (CPU, RAM,ROM), which
may be self-tested by a software; the other part is peripheral programmable ASIC,
which may have the built-in-chip test ability, or may be diagnosed by means of test
vectors produced by microprocessor part (microprocessor is viewed as the testing
system, ASIC as the tested system).

CONCLUSION

This system is concerned with PPK telemetry. Actually, it can be expanded easily. For
example, if PCM synchronization and decommutation modules are added, the system
will be a PCM system or a PCM and PPK combinatory system. Because of its small
size, low expense, convenient operation and flexible performance, it will be used not
only in reentry telemetry, but will find a bright future in many other fields also.
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